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THE DEVEWPMENT OF PROGRAMING

Visionar;r suggestions ror improVing formal .education are now
at last becoming realities. More and better equipped plants are rising.
Teachers• salaries are on the increase. More updated text books are
available.

Ability grouping is Widely practiced.

greater depth

or course

A wider range and

offerings enhances the high school curricula.

Increased alumni contributions and government grants are leading to
expansion of statt and !ac111ties at

th~

college level. However, none ot

these consider how a student learns. Thus none copes directly with the
most basic o! needs, that of making the teaching-learning process itsel!

more effective and et!icient. The approach which at present appears to

otter the best immediate solution to this

Though H.

s.

pro~let!S

is "programed" learning.

English developed and tested an automated device to

establish the single habit of squeezing a ritle trigger as early as 1918,
programed learning ror the classroom dates back to the earliest teaching
machine developed by Pressey and first exhibited in 1924. .This invention
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was essentially a self-scoring.

multiple~ohoice

device designed both to

eliminate the tedious task or scoring for the teacher and to make testing
a learning experience for the student.

Peterson contributed two improve-

ments which simplified the operation and also made available a pennanont
record of the student's responses - first a punehboard. and later,
chemically

tr~ted

paper.

Teaching machines did not receive much publicity until Skinner
first described his work on them in 1954.

Even after this, the MOvement

did not begin to gain momentum until a later article by Skinner appeared
in 19.58. Skinner saw programing•s potential not only as a testing device
but also as a method vhich could be adapted ror the entire process or

teaching. study. learning, and testing.

He observed that in class the

student passively looked, listened, took note.:>, and occasionally answered
questions.

.Normal study methods appeared to consist

or

rather aimless

reading, with only a perfunctory effort by the student to select important

points, to repeat them in reviell, or to organize the material in outlines
or condensations

or notes.

Pressey•s device could have been used to improve study since

it called attention to important points covered in the reading material,
presented questions to be answered, provided conf'imation or correction.
and encouraged tho student to correct errors by repeated trials or by rereading relevant portions or tho study !llaterial.
specitic objections to this approach:

But there were three
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1. The total reading f!laterial formed the context and reproThe test stimuli required the student to

sonted the background stimuli.
recall and select tor

bi.~self

the information from the reAding which was

most relevant to the answering

or the

question. And since questions were

not usually interspersed into the reading material. much depended upon
the student's study efforts for effective use
2.

or the

tests.

riultiple choice answers introduced conflicting stimuli which

perhaps occasionally aided in forming relevant discriminations but which
more often introduced irrelevant ideas which actually interfered With the
learning of desired responses.

3. The long term goal of Psychologist, teacher, or executive
was not sufficiently motivating to keep attention to the page at hand even
though "conditioned reinrorcerstt auch as grades or teacher approval
brought the ultimate consequences closer to tho study situation.

The first tvo objections might have been b.2ndled simply by
interspersing the questions and confirmQtions throughout hierarchically
ordered material and by requiring the student to construct his own
responses from his understanding

or

the material. However. Skinner, in

appealing to a literal interpretation of Thorndike's Law of Effect, chose
to deal with the third objection in terms

or conditions

under which

classical reinforceaent is said to be most likely to increase the probability of the reoccurrence
cedes it..

or a

correct response which immediately pre-

This concept had already given rise to instrumental

conditioning procedures employed in the training

or rats

in the Skinner
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Box, where reward is rn.ade contingent upon some overt behavioi-. In human
learning, con!'imation of a ta-itten response was said to constitute a

reinforcing condition. In order to condition students' behavior m.ost

effectively it was found necessary to break the material dol.11 into very
Slrulll. stop-wise sequences called .t'ra.'Ues.

suocess in responding was al.l'!lont

At this level

6~aranteed

or presentation,

and the teaching machine pro-

vided an immediate reinforcement for tho desired behavior. Thus, the
tirst two objectives were

acco.~plished

meet the necessary conditions or

Within this framework required to

reinforce.~ent.

Ski.'\ner and Gilbert have sum.":larized those principles of learning

which have led a ntL'!tber of workers to consider seriounly the development

of nutoroated teAching do·J.ices for use in the classroom. We may group progra.11ing • s

provia ions tor the so vnriables as follows t
1. f'rogramed instruction requires logical organization

instructional materials and care:tul analysis

or the

or the

or

the

educational objectives

lesson. It also provides feedback to tho teacher or lesson designer

which permits him to reviDo and improve the materials and the presentation.

2. It al.lDws the student to proceed at his own pace,
encourages active participation, and provides feedback about bis progress

in the lesson.
j.

It "shapes 11 a correct response.
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Since 1958 over a dozen Skinner-type ma.chines alone have been
produced by different manufacturers. The presentation-answer-feedback
cycle which characterizes Skinner's method has also appeared in the form

or

proeramed texts and scrambled books (for example, Holland and Skinner,

1961).

Ae outgrowths ot this development, hundreds of progrmna ot vary-

ing ettectiveness are available commercially for school. industry, and

businessr self correcting homework materials have appeared, and dozens of'
texts on How to? W!j.te Proaams have been published.

It should be pointed out, however, that aa the teaching ot more

complex verbal skills is attempted, programing it it remains tied to the
strictest interpretation

or reinforcement may-

bo expected to become so

complex that its inefficiency Will begin to outweigh it.8 effectiveness.
An illustration may serve to demonstrate this contention.

First, it is

currently generally held that in leam1ng involving mechanical manipulation, diatributed practice is preferred over massed practice. Yet Skinner
has pointed out the motivational properties
"novelty" erteot ha.s been ruled out ae a

in programing by Porter, as cited

by

or autooiated instruction.

dociei~e

A

motivating phenomenon

Deese (19.58), and Pophall1 (1964).

fl.core and Smith (1961) have introduced evidence that massed practice with

machine-programed materials has no adverse errect on retention due to the
compensating AD LIDI'IUM feature of progra."lrl.ng.

It appears, then, that

machine-progrmiting heightens motivation in spite of itself because it
incorporates an approach not

Comt'lOn

in most classrooms - self pacing.

This feature 1s also available in other, simpler approaches, however.
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Secondly, most researchers agree that the progra should be
carefully calibrated so that the probability or a learner's answering
questions correctly should be very h.igh, resulting 1n a schedule approaching 100% reinforcenent.

Further• Skinner and Holl.and have stated that

even the sat1sf'a.ctory completion or a given nu."!lber or frames constitutes
a special type of partial :reinforcement for college students.

However•

Barlow (l96o). studying college students, notod rather generally that the
effect of response confirmation aa a reinforcer dissipated considerably
and rapidly.

He felt this was because it was applied too consistently.

Thus Presaey and Skinner appear to be quite correct in their early predictions that 1•natural" reinforcers may prove insufficient and that

"extrinsic" reinforoers might also have to be prcVided.
pror.raming 1S said to be effective when

it~

In other words,

variables.

In some situations it l'!Uly prove quite unWieldy to add enoueh

variables to ccr,ipensate for t..ltose lost under the current concept 0£ pro-

graming.
liroits

For exarople, progr:a.med instruction. within the conventional

or the

term, does not appear to be idenl.ly suited for the instruc-

tion of synthesizing behaVior which involves a more complex learning than

or alcebra rules
an overview or the

simple memorization

or spelling words. SyntheS1£1ng

behavior requires

problem to be solved, i.e., reqUires

the student to understand how each f'rane relates to the other, and how all
the oteps fit toeether to form an integrated solution.

Coulson (1962)

observed that despite the use of preView, SW'!mlary, and review trames

students frequently CO.'Uplain that they have no clear picture or Where they
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have been or where they are headed in the instructional sequence.
External panels have been uood. in conjunction With programed naterials
in

an errort to meot this problem. At various points throughout the pro-

gra.."ll fra."Tles refor by number

to corresponding steps in a paneled outline.

The student can thus concentrate on the analysis
can also Viw the frame in the perspective

or individual

or the over-all

frames and

solution.

Panels of this nature are incorporated into an Encyclopaedia Britannica
Fil.~

programed lesson on high school geometry.

Perhaps tho task also requires mediated responses involving
dimulus or response eeneralization, abstraction of information, or other
rearrangeme.'lt of response elements.

Skinner pointa out the complexity

or

teacr.ing these skills by machine and tcm.g them ttan extraordinary challenge

to the technology of instrumentation."

Finally, in view of the current

literature output in all acadc::nic fields. it is difficult to imagine progrmu product.ion both keeping pace with the times and maintaining high
quality in this area.

As the learnine task

bec~es

more involved. necessitating

addition ot devices to mnintain effectiveness. the method or teaching by

progra.'!1 ma.y become inefficient in terns of cost alone due to the concept
of reinf"orc1nent under which it la.bors.

If Skinner feels the need to tem

programing a challenge to the technology

or instrumentation,

then it

appears appropriate to point out to the educator that the adoption

or

proer;uned methods for a county or stnte systooi is at least as great a

8

challenge to tho pocket book

or the

citizen who must pay the cost or

machines, progra.."llS, storage ra.cillties, and maintenance.
expense

Even now the

ot purchasing tho better programed materials and apparatus 18

sobering.
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There a.re essentially tl.-o types of studies in the li tora.ture

on progra.:ned loaming. One involves comparing programing ·with "usual"
or "conventional.. types

or rm.tcrial presonttl.tion.

The other investi-

gntes variables which may contribute to proenamine's ef£octiveness.

Results f'roll1 both are contlioting and inconclusive.

First. the relative effectiveness ot programed teaching pro-

ceduNs in any particular learning situation has been dif'i'icult to
assess With a degree of confidence because most studies have lert uncontrolled one

or several potential~

clarifying variables •. Carr (1962) in

his roview mentions fai.lure to control tor students• verbal abilities.
pre-experimental knowledge. time allowed for study. and also for
motivational influences extrinsic to the program itoelt. Another which
appears to be of 'tremendous import is the soloction. order, and emphasis
o! m.ater.lals in prGSentation.

second, it is to be remembered that the concept or reinforcement employed in Sld.nnt:lr-tYl>e programing 1s derived from

rigi~

controlled laboratory experimentation With animals, prilnarily With rats
and pigeons.

Thus any great rnd.ng to this form or proeraming in the

classroom. would appear to be based heavily upon two assumptions•

lO

l. Knowledge ot results. i.e•• confirmation or the correct
response, in relative)$ complex human verbal learning may be equated

with the concept of reWorcement classieallJ asaociated With animal
learning. There ia no evidence for this contention though it might be

agreed that confimQ;tion ot correot responding mny be considered reintorcing in human loaming ot complex verbal materin.18 • \.-bother or not

it operates in the .sue w;,;y as docs tood retmrd in Qnimals.
2. Positive reinforcement enhances verb.al learning ju8t as it
contributes t.o an increase in mechanical skill in humans• 1mprovanent in

performance ot routine tasks in psychotic patients, and running or M:anipulatory bebaVior in an1mals.

At least three hypotheses may be derived

tor purposes ot testing whether the prineiples

or reintorcauent

1'.rom animal experimentation are applicable to the analysis

etti.Ciency in teaching verbal material to

a. Since measures

ot a

derived
progre•s

hu..~.

or animal behavior

woh as frequency

or

correct responding and running speed aro performance measures from whioh
lea.rning is inferred, lot us SJ'ecttlate that performance is a reliable

measure or J.earning in hurrlans.
b. A 33 l/)'f, partial reinforc•ent schedule yields higher

per.forma.nco and an inferred higher cleeree of learning 1n hum:ins as it
does in rats.
c,. Delay in rewrd

or several minutes

is associated 'With a

learning deerE111ent unless secondary cues effectively mediate the
interval.
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Little support ror these hypotheses has been gained when
tested by use of programs.

In a pilot study tor this work, college

students were asked to work through a progrm:i which taught eight major
products

or a wholesale distributor

products was reliable.

and two reasons why each

or these

It was found that J3 l/J~ partial reinforcement

blproved performance in terms or time taken to complete the program, as

directly predictable from animal experimentation.

However, it was found

that post test scores for the partial group were significantly lower

than those

or the

total reinforced group. The reason for this decr8l'l1ent

may lie in the somewhat higher error rates per f'rame tor the partial
group or trom the anxiety members of the partial group later said they
had experienced while perfol'!lling the task. In regard to th& romer
interpretation Kendler (1959) calls attention to the question ot transfer and cites studies on over-learning which tend to show that perform-

ance may not mirror how much has been learned, and he questions whether

the completion of a programed course is the tinal criterion

or

learning

even when the rate of correct responding has been high on individual

· b'ames. Whatever the underlying causes, 1t appears that per!onnance was

not in this instance a reliable measure of learning in hu."!tans and thus
effects of various reinforcement schedules upon human learning

difficult to predict accurately from outcome

tmly

be

or :mimal experimentation.

l2

Deese (1958) reports a

stu~ by Salt~n

which shows that a

delay in knowledge of results of but six seconds resulted in a !J'J1>

increase in errors on a rote verbal task.

However when in the same

pilot study predictions from animal experimentation regarding delay of
reinforcement were tested; no dit'terence was found between the post test
scores of students working under immediate and 20-trame delayed reinforce...
ment. The students were apparently capable

or mediating

this 20-frame

span quite etfectively• One may speculate upon what secondary

reintorcors were involved.

Nevertheless, there arises some question

about whether immediate reinforcement, as proVided by revealing the

correct answers to the student folloWing his written response, actually
leads to increased learning. Perhaps certain types of subject matter and
certain types ot learning might be able to Withstand fairly long delays
Withottt affecting learning rate appreciably.

It may be seen that these are merely demonstrations or Amsel'a
1959 contention that variables which produce sustained higher performance
rates on programed materials may have no effect whatsoever upon learning.

At the heart of the difference between the Skinner and Crowder
methods of progra.-:iing is this fundamental theoretical controversy.
Basically, Skinner maintains that learnine takes place most eftoct1vely

when a correct response is made and im.'l'lediately reinforced. Crowder,
on the other hand, asserts that leaming can effectively take place
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while the student is reading the information presented, and that the
multiple-choice testing at the bottom of the page is primarily a con-

firmation of the learnins that has al.ready taken place. Two recent
studies provide rather striking evidence in support of Crowder•s position.
Goldbeck (1960) compared test scores or grade school students who gave

written responses, thought responses, and no responses.
group the answers were filled in and underlined.

tor the immediately reinforced,

wr1 tten

In the latter

Although raw scores

response group were slightly

higher tor easy material, no significant ditferences in tems ot e.f'£1c1ency (post test score/time) were found between the groups. Ripple

(1963) compared the ef'fectiveness of a programed text with three other
methods of presentation: standard programed text without reinforced
feedback, conventional text form, and listening to a lecture. It was
found that reinf'oree:nont did not contribute to increased learning, retention measured at two and ten days was not improved. and indiVi dual

differences were not reduced. Active involvement however did contribute
to increased learning (196')). Cronbach (1964) cites six studies per-

formed since 1960 which show that reading a programed text produces as
wch leaming as does making active responses to the program and that
reading accomplishes the same result in less time.

or programing, re-er.iphasizes
concern W1th three other variables thus rar not discussad1
and ordering or material, de1"in1t1on or the learner population

Glaser (196o) in his evaluation
Skinner's
selection
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and specific lea.rn1ng goals, and feedback to the writer on otrectiveness.
Carr (1962) 1n bis review also expresses the opinion that the usefulness
0£ teaching devices 1s more a .function

or characteristics or

the program

itsell' than a .function ot characteristics or the device. There is
support tor this reeling even when considering a very elementary skill.
For example, three experiments are reported by Moore and Smith (1961) in
which sixth grade classes lea.riled spelling words \t"i.th the ni.d or

machine programs giVing knowledge

or results

in

various ways or giving

no knowledge of results. Since no significant differences 1n learning
were noted between the groups it

wa~

concluded that providing Ss with

knowledge of the correct response did not facilitate his le:irning

or

spelling. They maintained that the etrect1veness of selt-instnictional
materials in spelling found earlier by Porter may be attributed to the
format

or the material

rather than to the use

or a

tochniquo for providing

immediate lmowledge o! results.

Indeed it now appears altogether conceivable that a number
the earlier studies showing the relative

or

errectiveness or progra:ning

over conventional teaching ot verbal material achieved such results
because they in ef!eot pitted an unskilled programer, i.e., the teacher.
against a program.er skilled in developing er.rective presentations.
Among tho studies where this variable has been controlled by using the
identical :f'omat in all conditions, not one has been located which
defines "usual" or "conventional" approaches as any othor than a passive

l.5

liDtening. watching, note-ta..ld.ng, or readine process on the part or the
student.

Even if outside study were pemitted in these investigations,

normal study methods often consist ot rather aimless reading, With only

peri'\utctory effort to seloct important points, to repeat them in review.

or to organize the material in outlines or notes.

Thus, comments which might be made regarding the collection ot

studies which apparently support programing over classical teaching
techniques are not unlike those ottered by Holt (19.58) concerning
evidence compiled

tv

Meehl (1954) as support tor Actuarial over C11nioal

prediction a
1. It would appear that in both instances tho deck bas been
accidentati,- stacked by pitting a sophisticate acninst the non-

sophiaticates.
2.

In both cases the non-sophisticates

may

be found lacking

in areas where they should become competent 1r they Wish to illlprove the

batting average.

J. And in both situatio118, the basic models are upheld, i.e.,
the new approach is not to be heralded as a revolution replacing the
classical approach but rather as a f orcetul hint that the older
techniques need a bit of shaping up.
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III. EFFECTIVE STUDY

Perhaps programing is meeting the immediate needs in

selected areas. But it appears that reading, listening to lectures,
and studying outside

or class

are still ver:r much With us on all levels

ot education and will continue

to be required.

Thus it one is con-

scientiously seekine a realistic approach to neetine the long tert!2
needs of education on the broadest possible scope. then 1t must·· be
apparent that an approach is needed which fits.the existing educational.

structure and·1s not so rigidly bound to the concept
reinforcement

or responses

or 100~ ir.imediate

which are guaranteed to be correct because of

pr&sentation in sequences involving the smallest possible steps.

Programing clearly demonstr:a.tes the value ot defining learning
goals in light ot the specific learner populntion, of selecting and
ordering materials, receiving feedback, and revising. There is no reason

why, after participation in a workshop, a lesson desicner could not apply
these principles, nor any reason why a teacher could not practice these
in her class.

The sa.l'?le plan

or

action suggested by tlughes for

Construction of an Acndemie Program fot School CopsuJ.tnnts in Programed
I=aatning (1964) might be followed ror training consultants to schools

merely in the area

or orrective

selection. ordering. and emphasis

material for presentation to students by print or lecture.

or

further, 1r

pressure were exerted upon authors and publishers, there would shortly
'---

___ _.._ .. _.._ .. _

- - ... --..&.A.L~..-.-

-JI.I.&. _ _...

'---1·-

- - - - t - - . . 1 _ _. ... ,_

-'---~-

··---

be available quantities of text books revised with emphasis upon
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logical ordering rather than upon the unstructured cramming of tacts
by chapters between the covers.

Perhaps adapting a modification of

the RULEO system tor the construction of verbal learning sequences would
be helpful 1n this ccnnectton.

However, though informed ot learning

goals and proVided with structured texts and class presentations, the
student may still remain at a loss as to how to proceed 1n some situations.
Though perhaps disguised from a learner• worldng through a program is one

way ot ef'tect1vely studying material.

Further, since etteotive study in

any .f'om is essentially a learning process,

it would be desirable to

retain the relevant learning variables present in programed instruction
in setting up miy study procedure.

Much ertort is currently being expended on Worming students
how

to study. High schools frequently distribute booklets to assist the

atudent in formulating general study. ha.bits and 1n preparing tor specific

courses (f'or example, Jt1w to Stydy, John Marshall High School,
Richmond. Virginia).

Many

colleges and universities proVide special non..

credit courses or clinics designed to improve reading akills and study
habits.

Frequently these courses concentrate upon increasing the

student•e perception or ideas from the printed page. The student learns
to generate questions before he reads.
specific purpose and is taught ways

He practices reading f'or a

or checking

his comprehension upon

COl!i.Pleting his reading. He is encouraged to note i.I!lportant tems, rules,
and examples. to systematically review them., and to continually
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self-check bis learning progress.

In the method taught and examples

given, most ot Skinner•s variables are retained. Untortunately, few at
present can take advantage

or the various

techniques including

tachistoscopic training, pacers, timed reading and written exercises,
which are used in the clinics to increase efficiency in perceiving.
And,

or course,

when reading conventional texts, parallel, or journals

one can not benefit trom the extensive euing techniques employed in prottramed. matenals. However, adding meaningful examples and retaining
minimal selective cuing in the material itself in addition to having

the student generate his own cues and benefit from "feedback" should
make up tor these deficits.

Extrinsic motivators should exert a con-

tinuing effect as in programing. Moreover, retention may actually be
enhanced by self study because several opportunities ·seem available for
deriving meaningfulness which are not as readily utilized when learning
front a program due to the very nature of the di.tf'erence in the way infor-

mation is arranged on the page:
1. Inspection

or

the material in its entirety before study

should give a general orientation to the subject matter which may be
valuable in organieing and remembering numerous details.
2.

Those points upon which one .finds himself weak may be

reviewed whenever and as orten as desired.

'l11e student can eelf-cheak

his own learning to determine what areas need further study it. appropriate guide lines are provided.
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;.

Flexibility allows the use of more meaningful examples

and illustrations b4sed upon the backgrounds

or the

particular students

involved.
4.

The more natural reading s1 tuation allows one to change

pace whenever practical.

Easy or familiar nater1al may be skimmed;

ditf'icult or unfamiliar information may be scrutinized With more care.

5. Synthesization, abstraction, and original thinking are
poasible as is the achiever:ent

or goals

beyond those desired by the

teacher or progra."!ler.

6. Comparing and relating information to one's own previous
experience and to other materials is encouraged.
7. With all the ne-4 concepts visible at once or easily located,
even subtle discriminations may be formed which may othendao have gone
unnoticed or remained sources
B.

or contusion.

Material may be more

and skimmed; the necessity
locate one single item

easi~

referenced, indexed, compared,

or tediously ploWing throueh many frames

or interest

to

is eliminated.

The indication is that with well presented material

SOI!le

for:n

of structured self-study may be equally as effective and e.f'ficient an
approach to learning as programing with certain types ot tasks, and
perhaps even more efficient in terms of training time and cost,. With

tasks requiring skills in addition to roto memorization.

ot this writer there has not appeared

or this

contention.

il

To the knowledge

1.terature an adequate test
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The major purpose ot this study is to riake an initial
at.tempt at comparing the e1"1"ect1veness and the ef'ficienc1 ot studying
through use

ot a program. study guide, mid individual

procedures.
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Fort7-eight male aolloge students, who

wi-e

enrolled int.he Intro-

duotor;r Pqohology classes at the University otR1obnond. served as §.s.
All §.s had passed Freshmen Matheilatics With a grade

or C or

better.

None had a checking account in a local bank, and none bad taken a course
1n Logic of any type.

Assignment of §.s to twelve groups was based upon verbal scores

attained on the College Aptitude Test required tor admission to the Univet"s~t7.

Group means and standard deviations are reported in Table 1.

F max (3, 12)0 bs= Z?.01, performed to test the assumption of no d.U'terences
With respect to homogeneity of variance. was not a1gnifi.cant at the .95
level of con.f'idence.
Halt of the

~

Intrinsic Jf.otintion.

participated u volunteers, a condition labeled as
Part1Cipat1on

to~

the others was made a course

requirement to give conditions ot Extrinaic Motivation. Each 1! tumed 1n
to E a list of times when he vu tree to participate in ti. project.
~

this list, 2,s under volunteer conditions vere allowed to choose

Table 1.

Means and St:mdard Deviations of Verbal Ability Scores
for Twelve Expmncntal Crouos.

-r·re:m

QtOUQ

.. Locic a .. Ex • .. logic - Self
- B.?.nk - Pr.-,:-;ra:i

Progra.":l.

Ex •

logic - Guide

EJt.
E..~.

- Bank ..

Guide

~

490

114

490

64

490

~?.

491

l'J2

4B9

Q8

491

1£9

mc.

..

In.

.. Lc:,;ic .. Progr:21Tl

1~92

6?.

In •

.. lor,ic .. Guide

495

1!~9

In.

- Logic - Self

490

10.5

- Progra.'Tl

492

29

- Guido

491=

108

490

61

B~nk

.. Self

- Bank
In. - Bank
In. - Bank - Self
In.

li'

rnax obs.

:: 27.0l _

F
mnx.95(12.:3)=44.60
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a time most convenient to come to the laboratory.
conditions were assigned times by the E.

ls

under the compulsory

rurther, classes from which

volunteera were solicited were given only general reminders conceming
their obligation. It these

~s

tailed to meet their appointroeot, they were

allowed to escape the task. On the other hand, each

~

participating

under the required conditions was contacted by pbo.ne, letter and by personal

contact in class until he COillpleted his obligation.
Each ! was presented one ot three sets

1. Program. Two booklets

or working

or

materials s

tra!l1es ware used. Each

required written responses and was accompanied by a
scrambled answer sheet against whioh responses to each
trame were compared Vith m.1.ni1'1al delay (Appendix A).

2. Study Guide.

Inf'ormation was lifted direct.17 from

the program and set in conventional text reading style.

Minilllal selective cuing was retained.
required.
a method

No responses were

The material was prefaced by a guide, outlining

or

study based upon all learning variables

intrinsic to programing with two exceptions s the l!IOl'"e
general idea of feedback wae :.rubstituted tor the concept
or 100~ reinforcement, and a specifi.c stateD!ent ot purpose
was added. ,(Appendix B)

'.). Selt Study. The same typewritten information as
in condition 2 above was used.

Instructions were given
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to study the material in whatever
a.ry

way

was cu·stom-

tor the individual. (Appendix C ) •

Two dif'terent contents were used. One, which described how
several kinds

or checking accounts

operated, was termed easy.

The

second, which introduced basic sy?!lbolic logic was considered difficult
by comparison in terms of content and size

or steps.

The program tor

the easy material was obtained from Psp:chological Consultants, Inc.,
Richmond, Va.

The program for difficult material was available

commercially.

Both met the usual criteria for' ett'ect1veness1 and were

thus assumed to be adequate for the purposes of comparison in this
study.
As the §.s worked individually in isolated rooms, time measures

were taken tor reading instructions as well as for actual working time.
When the §. had completed reading and studying the material. the first

post-test was administered. Items required response construction,
sentence completion, and True-False choices. Approximately one-half
of the forty point power post-test measured the
material.

~'s

knowledge

or the

The second halt measured how well the .§. could use the

1. These criteria, summarized by Vanderschmidt (1964) include:
statement of prerequisite knowledge, statement or terminal objectives,
pre-test and post-test with analysis of pre-test data, description of
test population. statement or error rate, suggestion for program administration, statement of average time required to complete the program, and
a measure of student attitude.
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material in

~;ivine practic~l exa~plcs

nnd

solvinr. problO!'ts

(Appendices D and Z).
~fficiency

measures wore computed by dividine tho

by the total time ta.ken to complete the task

(excludin~

po~t

tost score

tine taken to

complete tho post test).
i:Jcactly one week later the sr"'.,e post te$t was presented in slightly

different format and With itet'llo rearranecd.

Gs had no exposure to the

material durine the week and had been asked to cooperate b">J not

discussinrr content with other students.

The differences between scores

attained on first and second tests were ta.ken aa ;:{etf'ntion

;,fter a fifteen r.iinute review usine orir;inal YOrk1n£:

m~asures.

rnateri~ls,

given the third post test consisting of the t:a::e iter.s ar,ain

and placed in dif terent format.

third tests

we~e

Difference

taken as measures

sc~res

Ss were

rearran€~ed

between second nnd

or relearninc.

Analysis wa9 accoMplished by means of separate Analyses of
Variance (non-repeated measures) for lni ti al Learninr; o 1;rficiency,
Retention, and Helearning.
maintained

throu~hout

The .05 level of flignificancc was

analysis of all Main effects and sL;ple errects.

Duncan tables for assessine differences between neans l1ere used for

A PCSTER!OfiI testing.
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nwULTS

An Fma.x (. O5) performed on the scores supported the hypothesis

or

ot no difference with respect to homogeneity
indicatine that the basic underlying
MiOV had been met.
differences with

in Table 2.

Analysis

resp~ct

or

requirod to perform nn

nst:nL~ption

Va.rianco was perfomed to assess

to initial

learnin~.

Dii"f erences due to main

.05 confidence level.

error variance, thereby

The findings are

S'~T..:i:iarized

were not signific:lnt at the

effect~

This finding was interpreted ao support for the

hypothesis thQ.t an equal dcr,ree

or

le.irning

ov~r

both easy and difficult

inatorialo mny be achieved through use of Procra."11, 3tudy Guide, and
~ielf

Stu&.1 procedures.
3fficicncy scores were derived by dividinr; initial learninr: scores

by

total

tL~e

taken to

co~plete

the task (cxcludinr, time taken to

CO;'!lplete the post test itself).

A preliminary test of the hypothesis

of no difference With reapect to

hor~oi:;enoity

performed by means of Hartley's !:max.
at the .05 level
gfficiency clue to

or

s1~nificance.

Fresent~tion

or

error

vari~nce

,.,-as

The hypothesis was confimed

As shown in Table 3 0 differences in

were round to be

si~ificant

.05 confidence level and to exceed the .01 level.

at the

~'.'nreir.al me~s

for

A

2

188.08

3.17

B

1

0.75

0.01

c

l

16.33

0.28

AB

2

:;6. ?5

0.62

',.
.a,.,.

2

)1.53

0.53

nc

1

225.'.3'.3

J.flo

ABC

2

J6.~

0.62

within
cell

36

59.32

Table J.

:3tl<'mJUU'Y

Table 1.

or liain

Sff1ciency.

of Analysio of Variances

Sum~.ary

Source

and Simple t;ffects:

!!!:

~

~fficiency.

l

Presentation

,\

2

27.13:3.08

.5.73..

Difficulty

n

1

29?2a52

6.16•

Motiv.o.tion

c

1

13.02

o.oo

AD

2

.591.08

1.20

AC

2

ll96.08

2.45

llG

1

1485.19

).06

An"'
.,1.1

2

1257.75

2.59

cell

,s

485.90

~'11thin

Table 11.

Sum~ary

a05 Bi6•

$$g

.Ol sir,.

or l'llncan Test on Faire of Crderod

Mar1!innl

Ordl!red means:

*=

41.56

Ordered
differmoes:

He~s:

5q.94
a
pror;.

a
prog.
a
self

--

Presentation.

6(.4li.

a

Q

selt

guid!'!

17.38°

25.88•

--

8.50
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the iro2'rt..'!l.ed eroup, teated at the .05 level, woro noted to be

signifi.c<:ntly lower than those of both Guido and

:J~lf

for Guido and Self eroups did not differ at th-::l .05 levol.

findines support the

hypoth~s1s

.Scores

r,rcurs..

Thetie

that learnin?: by profr,raI'!, at le>lat on

the coller,o level, is less efficient than learninr; by r;uiced or self stuc:y.
Efficiency scores were obBorved to bo Sif'.l"'lificantly hir;hcr at the

.05 level for easy r::iaterinl thim for difficult r:mteriol. :.iincc lc:arninr,:
scores did not differ, this finding appears to be
the relative lengthn

or

~eroly

n reflection of

the t\:o sets: of mntoriala.

It may bo not.oo oiloo from Tabl<' J that no d.lf!'errmce nt the .05
level was found in efficiency between the

n~in ef.f'~cto

of' the ti:o

~otivat1onal variable~.

A non-si~nificant

F~ax allo~oed

performnnee

or

Analy~ie

of

V~rinnce

on differences between scoros for first and seconn post

t~st:'J

differences bt1tue-en scores f'or second and third testo.

TIJt-, findinr;s are

su:.,-:mari?.ed in Table 4.

.05 level

or

confidence.

i:o differenc" npprouched

.d:-~nificanco

and on

at the

Retention and ralcarnL"l:; uere eVidently not

affected b"J differences in presentQtion, difficulty, or

~otivat1on.

Table 4.

Summary of Main Effects:

Table iii.

Sun1I!lary of

Source

df

Retention mld Relearning.

AnalJ'sis of Variance:
!1§.

aetention.

l

Presentation A

2

'.31.02

o....

Difficulty

B

l

7.52

o.--

rroti vation

c

1

256 .69

2.90

AD

2

JS.02

o.--

AC

2

1.69

o.--

BC

l

5.68

ABC

2

33.91"

o.-o.--

within cell

Ja

86.28

Table iv.

Sumrnnry of Analysis of Varlcnce: r"'legrning.

A

2

41.'.3'.3

l.'~"

B

1

6.75

.23

c

1

6.75

.23

AB

2

49.00

1.70

AC

2

9.00

31

BC

1

108.00

).75

ABC

2

).00

.10

36

28.76

WITHIN CELL
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DISCUSSION
Tho

pri~ary

hypothesis tested hero waa thnt attention to material

preparation ia the primary factor diotinguisr.i.ng prograrnine from the
"usual" or "conventionaltt teaching methods. ln other words, 11" presented
materials selected and organized as well as tho5e

or

the l'llOre ef.f'ectivc

proerams and proVi®d with cuing sutt1c1ent to give general orientation

to atudy, students will achiove significant 1ncreanco in performance
equivalent to those gained throueh the entire process or
A general overvie"lf

or the

progr~ing.

data reveals three fi.ndinr,s which nppear to

support this hypothesis.
Inspection or tho working matcriala contimcrt that Ss under the
Guide condition attended the state!!ent

ot purposo and follo"1ed faithfully

the instructions to note critical information, underline selectively.
summarize and review.

However, it was found that this procedure did not

enhance initial leArning, efficiency, retention, or relaarning over th..i.t

ot the Self Study procedure, This 'ffOUld seem to indicate th:at diroetedness of study, mechanical manipulations,

are rel.iltively un1.':lp()rtant factors.

a..~d

addition

or personal

cues
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Per!omance was equal or better !or Selr Qild Guide groups than it
was !or the PrograI11ed group on all measurel5.

This

~uld

appear to be

turther evidence that eegr.iented presentation, overt responding, assured
correct responding, and immediate feedback are factors also relatively
unimportant.
Though an equal degree of learning over both easy and difficult
materials was brought about through uae

or

a Program, Study Guide, or

Selt Study procedure, the latter two procedures appeared to be more
ef'tic1ent in terms

or

study time.

The !.;ct that the hypothesis appears to !ind support in this study

but not in others may be accounted !or in one or at least three wys.
Further research 1s needed to deter.nine which expl:mation is lll.OSt
applicable.
In this study, an attempt was made to control three variables

which may hate confounded the results or previous studies.

Sa were used

vho had lwi previous opportunity to develop r;ood in di v1dual study habits.

Groups were matched tor verbal ability.

freaentatione were matched for

content, order and m1.ni1'1a.l selective cuing.

~'hen

these conditions exist,

1t u.y be that a progrbing technique is no nore effective than guided

or self study procedures and is actua.lly len efficient in terms or
tra1ni.ng ti.me and costs.
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Findings cited by Hershberger

(196~

and Mager (1964) provide

background for a second possible explarultion. In the .former study, 1t

was round that eighth grade students achieved higher learning scores on
"coreh material in the presence

or

very

JlODlinal

typographical cuing.

However, this age group either could not or was not willing to learn to
focus its attention as selectively as required under conditions or more
extensive cuing.

Further, gains were noted under learning conditions

comparable to the guide condition in this study over the sel.t condition,
possibly because study skills were not sufficie-..ntly well developed by

the eighth grade.

In the latter review, course objectives were stated in

adnnce, but adult students controlled the learning experience entirely.

Findings showed a 65"/> decrease in training time, variations in content
sequencing, an increase in student competence and confidence, and

achievement comparable to that noted under the more highly structured
conditions of programing and lecture methods used previously.

Apparently,

allowing relatively more .freedom for the student yielded reduced tra.ining
time because students used knowledee gained through previous experience

to a.dvantage more eff'i.ciently than did the "experts" in mapping out
1nd1Vidual study procedure.
One implication .from these two studies is that the amount of
structure and control

or

study procedures required to promote effective

learning decreases with education, or study skill development, and
experience.

The college population, from which Ss were drawn for the

present experiment, is about at the midpoint of the three populations

sampled in these studies with respect to education and experience.

Thus, rather than aiding the learner, it appears that excocsivo structure
could concei?ably have conructed nth
stud;y habits.

coll~ge

atudente• well established

This would account tor the relatively inef!'ieiency

or

the

prograned r.iethod.
Finally, the results m.ay be merely an artifact.

This \.'Ould be true

i i a major portion ot the potential learning curve was lert unsc.'tpled, 1e.,
i i the "di:t't.lcult" task was not sutt1c1entl.y daiianding for collegu atudenta.

It is the purpose ot progra.."Ung to start tho lnarner at his oun level ot
knowledge and to present 1nfomation in such a tray that is is easily

understood, learned, and retained. Thus the difficulty or
task must be measured by size

or preaentat1on

:i

programed

stops rather than by content.

P'..oinwcr, the difficulty or a textbook presentation

m~

be mcnsurod in terms

ot content since pre.sentation steps are merged. Thus unit.a

or

Physics,

The Calculus, or Organic Chemistry are suggested for use in .t\1ture research

to provide sufi"icier.t contra.at. and a more adequate sa.":lpli;ig of the potential
learning curve.

The following diacussi.on concerns ths conspie-J.ous absence of

findings related to three secondat7 hypotheses. The meanines or these

non-s1{tl'11fic:mees need cl:u'1f'1cat1on by further research.
Contrary to expectation, an extrirutically cotivnting condition
failed, on all measures, to enhance performance on

a..v or the

three

presentation conditions. Scores under those conditions, though not
significantly different, tended to be lower tha.."l those under intrinsic
conditions.
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Professors or intrinsically motivated classes exerted no pressure
on their students, whereas the professor of the extrinsica.lly motivated
class inforced the requirement without exception.

Thus, it seems safe to

assume that Ss were successfully duped into believing that hhe conditions
under which they participated were valid.

Postulating the non-eXistence

of an effective motivating condition would therefore apparently not be
adequate to account tor the finding

or no

difference.

Rather, the presence of both a positive and negative attraction to
the task under the required condition to nullifY any effect expected by
an extrinsic motivator.

In other words, Ss

we~e

motivated to complete

the task to meet class requirements but were repulsed by the demand itself
and thus did not give full cooperation.
by

The latter attitude was evidenced

the necessity of having to contact more than half of this group

tl."O

or

more times.

Skinner, as cited earlier, hypothesized that incentives such as
grades and meeting teacher approval would serve to keep the student at
his task.

The condition or "meeting course requirements" was chosen for

this study aa an approximation

or Skinner's

suggestions.

Apparently,

the existance ot the requirement was indeed suf'!ieient incentive under all

presentation conditions to keep disinterested "drafted" students at their
task.

However performance under this condition matched, but did not

exceed, performance under the volunteer condition.

From these results

it would that equal gains in learning may be evidenced in the classroom
either by capturing the interests ot the students or by forcing them to
meet class requirements.

The question of ttwhat extrinsic conditions are

etreotive in elevating group performance above that t'ound under presently
employed moth.ado• rf.1SU1ins urummrored and mwt be dealt ·with in future

research.
The student's abilities to retain intonmtion and to relearn
e.f':f'iciently

euro~

are factors which play as 1.ritportant a part in hia

earnint: a eood final exam score as his abilities to und1lratand a.'1d learn
im. tie.Uy.

Hetention has been a eros:gJy

n~zleeted

menount in studies

which purport to deal with the errect1veneoa or Vl'\rious to3ch.\ng methods.
Yet the tttnl<e home•• value

hand and

und~rstood,

or a

course lies not 1n what was at one time at

but, rather, in whAt t.'lo studc:mt cnn continue to

use after the course bas been co:r.pleted.
Ho difference was round 1n this study With respect to retention.
However, the time lapse ot one week was btrdly a sutt101ent interval
from which to estimate extinction which may occur over the course or a

quarter or a semester.

&ttinction measures have been found to be or

great value in investigating the learning of animals.

There is f!IVery

reason to believe that they 111.ll prove useful in future efforts aimed

towards gaining a better understanding or verbal learning.

The outCO!lle of no difference Vi.th respect to relearning was also
unexpected because it was telt that locating numerous specific points
rapidly !'ro:t a program would prove to be a difficult ta.nk, but that
personalized cuing as provided in the guide condition trould facilitate
this process.

A aborter criterion time would not be expected to produce

dit'torencea since in tho time allotted tor review no subject attained a

perfect score, ie., no ceiling was placed on achievement. It seems
more likely that the extent of cuing retuned in the rewriting of the
programs in conventional text styles facilitated selt study eroups•
finding r:iaterlal readily.

further, it is evident that the type

or

programing used wae not as fair a representation ot complex segmentation

ot 1nf'om.at1on as would have been a scramble book, r:s.aobine, or a ?IIUCh
longer and unindexed program.

Forty-eiaht male sophomore college students, 'Id.th no preknowledge
o! checking accounts or logic, were divided into twelve equal groups,

matched for verbal ability.

Initial learnine, efficiency, retention,

and relearn1ne measures were taken across programed, study euide, and
self study presentations,, with content, order, o.nd mini.Jr.al cuing constant..J

for easy and di.f'ti.cult material.

On

tests twenty points were assigned

to rote 1?1emoey and twenty points to applied knowledeo. tio differences
were round with respect to initial lea.rn1.ng, retention, and relearning.
Programin~ W:uJ

f'ound to be inferior to the other two methods of

presentation in terms

or

etficiency.

Three alternative means of

accounting tor these results were of'.fered.
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